Meis/UNC-62 isoform dependent regulation of CoupTF-II/UNC-55 and GABAergic motor neuron subtype differentiation.
Gene regulatory networks orchestrate the assembly of functionally related cells within a cellular network. Subtle differences often exist among functionally related cells within such networks. How differences are created among cells with similar functions has been difficult to determine due to the complexity of both the gene and the cellular networks. In Caenorhabditis elegans, the DD and VD motor neurons compose a cross-inhibitory, GABAergic network that coordinates dorsal and ventral muscle contractions during locomotion. The Pitx2 homologue, UNC-30, acts as a terminal selector gene to create similarities and the Coup-TFII homologue, UNC-55, is necessary for creating differences between the two motor neuron classes. What is the organizing gene regulatory network responsible for initiating the expression of UNC-55 and thus creating differences between the DD and VD motor neurons? We show that the unc-55 promoter has modules that contain Meis/UNC-62 binding sites. These sites can be subdivided into regions that are capable of activating or repressing UNC-55 expression in different motor neurons. Interestingly, different isoforms of UNC-62 are responsible for the activation and the stabilization of unc-55 transcription. Furthermore, specific isoforms of UNC-62 are required for proper synaptic patterning of the VD motor neurons. Isoform specific regulation of differentiating neurons is a relatively unexplored area of research and presents a mechanism for creating differences among functionally related cells within a network.